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Abstract For last two decades, the demand for precisely

engineered three-dimensional structures has increased

continuously for the developments of biomaterials. With the

recent advances in micro- and nano-fabrication techniques,

various devices with complex surface geometries have

been devised and produced in the pharmaceutical and

medical fields for various biomedical applications including

drug delivery and biosensors. These advanced biomaterials

have been designed to mimic the natural environments of

tissues more closely and to enhance the performance for

their corresponding biomedical applications. One of the

important aspects in the rational design of biomaterials is

how to configure the surface of the biomedical devices for

better control of the chemical and physical properties of the

bioactive surfaces without compromising their bulk

characteristics. In this viewpoint, it of critical importance to

secure a versatile method to modify the surface of various

biomedical devices. Recently, a vapor phase method,

termed initiated chemical vapor deposition (iCVD) has

emerged as damage-free method highly beneficial for the

conformal deposition of various functional polymer films

onto many kinds of micro- and nano-structured surfaces

without restrictions on the substrate material or geometry,

which is not trivial to achieve by conventional solution-

based surface functionalization methods. With proper

structural design, the functional polymer thin film via

iCVD can impart required functionality to the biomaterial

surfaces while maintaining the fine structure thereon. We

believe the iCVD technique can be not only a valuable

approach towards fundamental cell-material studies, but

also of great importance as a platform technology to extend

to other prospective biomaterial designs and material

interface modifications for biomedical applications.

Keywords: initiated chemical vapor deposition (iCVD),

surface modification, non-flat surfaces, biomedical

applications

1. Introduction

Great progress has been made in the field of biomedical

applications with advance in novel biomaterials [1-4].

However, most conventional materials such as metals,

polymers, hydrogels, carbons, and composites do not always

meet the demands required for biomaterials in both their

surface and bulk properties. Therefore, a myriad of surface

modification methods have been applied to the materials

for providing a proper chemical and physical properties such

as biocompatibilities, surface functionalities, and mechanical

strength in the field of tissue engineering, regenerative

medicine, and biomedical devices [5-9]. Since the surface

characteristics such as topographic and geometric features

can regulate the cellular response, researchers in this area

continuously attempted to create scaffolds with specific

surface functionalities via surface modification, which can

offer several advantages compared to flat surface including

cell adhesion and cell fate decision [10-14]. The surface of

medical devices also has been modified to provide additional

functionalities such as sensing, diagnosis, or treatment [15-18].

For the recapitulation of cellular microenvironments, a
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large number of biomaterial scaffolds have been developed

extensively by imparting biological character to synthetic

materials [19-23]. Such artificial scaffolds targeted for a

substitute for tissue grafts have been used for the restoration

and reconstruction of damaged tissue such as vessels, nerves,

muscles, and bones [24-27]. They provide a mechanical

support while promoting various functions such as cell

attachment, proliferation, extracellular matrix (ECM)

generation, and restoration. For such purposes, mechanical

(stiffness, elastic modulus, etc.), physicochemical (surface

chemistry, porosity, biodegradation, etc.), and biological

(cell adhesion, biocompatibility, etc.) requirements should

be met for the design of the scaffold. Simultaneously, the

scaffold should also be designed and fabricated in a manner

to resemble the anatomical structure and mimicking the

function and biomechanics of the original tissue. Therefore

the scaffold with its topography and mechanical features

that can mimic the nanoscale topographical features of

cells become a promising application for the reconstruction

of tissue repair and regeneration [28-30].

The bulk property of a material is an important factor to

reflect a biological environment and often a key factor in

material selection for a particular application. The subcellular

interactions at the cell-substrate material interface also

significantly influence the cell behaviors and their key features

at the molecular and cellular levels [31-34]. Recently, many

studies have been reported how cells sense and respond the

mechanophysical signals given by the cell culture or scaffold

substrates, especially for stem cells [10,35]. In this point of

view, the modulation of cell interactions with the scaffold

surface become a key consideration for generating bioactive

scaffold. Indeed many efforts have been focused on the

surface modification methods to reduce initial barriers of

synthetic scaffolds to cell adhesion, proliferation, and

differentiation such as topographical modification, cellular

components (growth factors, hormones, ECM proteins, etc.)

and mineral deposition. 

Topographical modifications with micron and nanometer

ranges regulate the cell adhesion and elicit more specific

cell responses, such as directing mobility and governing

differentiation pathways [12,36,37]. Chemical etching has

been employed to increase the surface roughness and

hydrophilicity of the scaffold. The modified poly(lactic-co-

glycolic acid) (PLGA) scaffold by the chemical etching

resulted in 500% increase in nanoscale surface roughness

and enhanced vascular cell attachment and chondrocyte

development [38]. To generate biomimetic surface, bioactive

molecules such as short peptide sequences in ECM proteins

and growth factors have also been incorporated into the

scaffold surface by using a covalent [39-42], chemisorptive

[43,44], and physisorptive techniques [45,46]. One of the

most popular and well-studied ECM fragments is the

arginine-glycine-aspartic acid (RGD) motif found in most

ECM proteins (such as fibronectin, laminin, and vitronectin)

[47-49], which have been coupled to various biomaterials

such as hyaluronic acid and poly(ethylene glycol)-based

hydrogels, titanium implants, polyurethane, and poly

(dimethly siloxane) (PDMS) surfaces [50-53].

So far, considerable progress has been made in biomaterials

with micro- or nano-architectures. Recently, with a significant

advancement in microfabrication method, micro- and nano-

devices become another interesting biomedical application

[54,55]. They can provide a number of advantages and

possibilities for the study of biological, chemical and

physical processes at the cellular scale. However, the surface

modification method to modulate interactions between cells

and biomaterials still limit their medical and biological

applications. The major difficulties lie in the limitation of

the bulk surface modification method based on wet-chemical

approaches in several aspects. First of all, the surface

modification of structurally complexed scaffolds such as

porous membrane and nano-/ micro-fabricated materials is

challenging using wet-chemical method because the

chemical solutions may cover or clog the designed micro-

structures, resulting in the distortion of the initial micro-

structures. Moreover a prolonged exposure of chemical

solution often ruin the integrity of the delicate structures. 

In this regard, it is critically important to develop a

versatile method capable of surface modification without

damaging the bulk of the biomaterials. Recently, a new

vapor-phase deposition method, called initiated chemical

vapor deposition (iCVD) was emerged as a powerful tool

to deposit functional polymer film and presented unique

advantageous characteristics over wet-chemical approaches

in that the bulk and surface properties can be controlled

independently, which enabled the surface modification of

materials with structural complexity or various delicate

substrate susceptible to damage upon the exposure to a

wet-chemicals [56-58]. The main advantage of iCVD

originates from the mild deposition condition: the deposition

process can be proceeded in solvent-free and near-room

temperature condition. The initiator and monomers are

vaporized and introduced simultaneously into the vapor

phase reactor, then the injected monomers are adsorbed onto

the surface of substrates, while the initiators decomposed

thermally via hot filament to form radicals, which in turn

trigger free-radical polymerization reaction at the substrate

surface maintained near at room temperature (less than

50oC), leading to the polymer film growth from the surface

(Fig. 1). The chemical structures and application of iCVD

polymers was listed in Table 1. The monomer and initiator

in vapor phase can easily penetrated into the inner surface
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of membrane pore and nano-/ micro-structures, allowing a

conformal coating with sub-micron thickness and high

conformal coverage without the loss of the structural integrity

[59-61]. Moreover, the iCVD method enabled precise control

of the chemical composition systemically. The evaporated

monomer reactants can be mixed homogeneously in iCVD

system regardless of their chemical properties, which

allows the exquisite tuning of polymer compositions and

facilitates the rational design of biomaterials that capable of

satisfying the biochemical and functional requirements for

the biomedical applications [58,62,63].

The capability of iCVD techniques in engineering the

surface of the non-conventional substrates allowed for the

rational design of biomaterial platforms to control the

adsorption/immobilization of bioactive molecules, thereby

broadening the utility of biomaterials and providing a wide

range of advanced approaches for biomedical applications.

In addition, as biological and medical devices have been

comprised of a range of miniature structures, conformal

coating of micro- and nano-fabricated objects or devices

are highly required. Significant developments in surface

engineering using iCVD have been progressed in the last

decade in the field of biomedical applications. In this review,

recent developments toward surface functionalization and

engineering of structured biomaterials are highlighted.

2. Protein Immobilization on Non-conventional Substrates

Non-conventional culture substrates with 3D micro/

nanostructures such as microbead [64,65], hydrogel [66-68],

microfluidics channel [69-71], membrane [72], electrospun

nanofiber [73], and paper [74-76] have been gained interest as

a way to create novel or patient-specific biomedical devices

in the field of as biotechnology and pharmaceuticals. For

an advanced tissue engineering model, the trend in

biomaterials has been moved from planar substrate to 3-

dimensional (3D) structure. In contrast to planar conventional

culture surface, surface modification of the non-conventional

culture surface possessing 3D micro/nanostructures have

been suffered from low yield [77], heterogeneous treatment

[78], and structure alteration [79] because of the solution-

based approaches. Therefore, to generate bioactive surface

of non-conventional culture substrate, advanced surface

Fig. 1. A schematic illustration of iCVD technique for surface modification of 3-dimensional structures such as fabric, hydrogel, sponge,
membrane, and electrospun fiber. (i) Vaporized monomers and initiators are injected into the iCVD reaction chamber. (ii) The injected
initiators are thermally decomposed into the radicals by the heated filament (in the range of 150~300oC). (iii) The injected monomers are
adsorbed onto the surface of the structured substrate maintained near at room temperature (in the range of 10~40oC). (iv-v) The radicals
are transferred to the adsorbed monomers, which triggers free-radical polymerization reaction and polymer film growth from the surface.
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Polymer name 
(Abbreviation)

Chemical structure Application

Poly(glycidyl 
methacrylate) 
(pGMA)

Protein 
immobiliza-
tion [77,78,
100], 
Cell 
adhesion 
[90]

Poly(2,4,6,8-
tetravinyl-
2,4,6,8-
tetramethyl 
cyclotetrasiloxane)
(pV4D4)

Protein 
immobiliza-
tion [76]

Poly(1H,1H,2H,
2H-
perfluorodecyl 
acrylate) 
(pPFDA)

Paper 
scaffold 
[90] 

Poly(styrene-co-
maleic 
anhydride) 
(PSMa)

Paper 
scaffold 
[91]

Poly(ethylene 
glycol 
dimethacrylate) 
(pEGDMA)

Surface 
energy
control [92]

Poly(2-
hydroyethyl 
methacrylate) 
(pHEMA)

Protein 
fouling 
[93], Drug 
delivery 
[97], Sensor 
[106]

Polymer name 
(Abbreviation)

Chemical structure Application

poly(3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,
7,8,8,9,9,10,10,10-
heptadecafluorodecyl 
methacrylate)
(pHFDMA)

Janus 
property 
[94,95]

Poly(4-vinylpyridine-
co-ethylene glycol 
dimethacrylate)
(p(4VP-co-EGDMA))

Drug 
delivery 
[96]

poly(2-
dimethylaminomethyl 
styrene) (pDMAMS)

Nucleic 
acid capture 
[102,103]

poly(trivinyltrimethyl
cyclotrisiloxane-
hexavinyldisiloxane) 
(p(V3D3-co-HVDS))

Neuropros-
thetic 
device 
[107]

poly(4-Vinylbenzyl 
chloride-co-2-
(dimethylamino)ethyl 
methacrylate) 
(p(VBC-co-
DMAEMA)

Antibacterial 
property 
[108]

Table 1. Chemical structures of iCVD polymers for biomedical applications
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treatment technique such as iCVD [80-82], plasma treatment

[83,84], chemical etching [85,86] have been investigated.

Plasma modification of surface have been known to

enhance the biocompatibility by altering surface characteristic

such as surface energy, charge, topography, and chemistry

due to the energetic ion bombardment on the surface [87].

However, the mechanism of this energetic ions via surface

treatment is still not clearly understood due to the chaotic

nature of the plasma state, and the chemical identification

of the plasma-treated surface is still vague [88]. Bilek et al.

demonstrated the method to covalently immobilize proteins

by facilitating buried radicals created by the energetic ions

generated via plasma treatment on surface of polytetrafluor

ethylene (PTFE), stainless steel, polystyrene (PS), and

PDMS [83]. Free radicals reservoir beneath the surface

was induced by the plasma-accelerated N ions, which

allowed the covalent immobilization of proteins [89]. Bilek

et al. utilized this method for covalent immobilization of

proteins such as horseradish peroxidase or whole blood

fluid on the surface [83]. Also, Martin et al. improved this

plasma treatment method by varying the applied electric

field to modulate the immobilization density and orientation

of the bioactive peptides on the surface [90]. The orientation-

guided peptides were irreversibly immobilized on the radical

functionalized surface. Reactive ion etching (RIE) was also

utilized to incorporate textured structure on the polymer

surface [91] and inorganic surfaces [92] or sterilization or

cleaning of surface. Analogous to the plasma treatment, the

chemical composition of the chemically etched surface is

unclear, and the reproducibility of such surface treatment

method should be assessed carefully. Rucker et al.

developed functional antibody immobilization platform by

RIE [85]. Chemically reactive species and reactive ion species

can be generated by RIE on the surface of poly(methyl

methacrylate) (PMMA), Zeonex™ and polycarbonate (PC),

which could enhance the efficiency of surface protein

immobilization. They also fabricated antibody array on the

RIE-treated polymer surface with metal stencil mask to

demonstrate their potential application to fluorescence-

based immunoassay and protein patterning. Using this

method, the blocking step to prevent nonspecific binding

could be eliminated in immuno-assay. 

iCVD does not damage most of substrate materials

especially thermally or chemically vulnerable ones due to

their gentle process condition, which make this method

attractive to functionalize the surface of non-conventional

culture substrate [56,93]. The functional moieties in the

iCVD polymer films can also be utilized to immobilize

bioactive molecules on iCVD polymer-deposited the surface.

Jeong et al. introduced iCVD process for site-specific

immobilization of proteins on polyethylene (PE) film and

chromatography paper (Fig. 2A) [80]. They deposited poly

(2,4,6,8-tetravinyl-2,4,6,8-tetramethyl cyclotetrasiloxane)

(pV4D4) onto the substrate to enrich vinyl groups on its

surface, which facilitate a covalent immobilization of

cysteine-linked proteins via the ultraviolet (UV)-assisted

thiol-ene click reaction. Kang et al. applied a conformal

coating of poly(glycidylmethacrylate) (pGMA) to poly-

caprolactone (PCL) nanofiber using iCVD. The epoxy

group in the conformally coated pGMA film could react

with amine group of fibronectin (FN) to form a covalent

immobilization of FN proteins on the PCL nanofiber.

Surface modification with FN enhanced the degree of cell

elongation, adhesion efficacy, and angiogenesis-related gene

expression. 4 weeks after the transplantation of umbilical-

cord-blood derived mesenchymal stem cells (UCB-MSCs)-

adhered nanofibers into the myocardial infarction (MI)

model, the left ventricle ejection fraction and fraction

shortening were increased and the myocardial infarction

size and fibrosis were decreased remarkably compared to

the non-treated control and acellular fibronectin-immobilized

PCL nanofiber. Moreover, fibronectin-immobilized PCL

containing UCB-MSCs alleviated myocardial infarction

(MI) and fibrosis when they were implanted to rat MI

model (Fig. 2B). 

Youn et al. covalently immobilized bone morphogenetic

protein-2 (rhBMP2) on titanium implant surface functionalized

with pGMA in order to promote the osteogenesis of human

adipose-derived stem cells (hADSCs) (Fig. 2C) [82]. The

rhBMP2 was immobilized on titanium implant in a uniform

manner with high coating efficiency, which significantly

enhanced osteogenic differentiation and increased calcium

deposition of hADSCs. These studies indicated the iCVD

functional polymer film-mediated protein immobilization

on non-conventional substrate makes the substrate more

compatible with the surrounding tissue, resulting in the

enhanced therapeutic efficacies. 

3. Surface Engineering of 3D Scaffolds

3.1. Tissue engineering

Functional scaffold system is a demanding concept for

advanced therapies in the regeneration and reconstruction

of damaged organs and/or tissues. However, the limited

availability in the surface functionalization method of 3D

scaffold, especially nano-/micro- structures restricts their use

in a wide range of biomedical applications. iCVD technique

can generate various chemical and physical cues on the

surface of the 3D scaffold surfaces.

Park et al. developed a paper-based bioactive scaffold

for the stem cell-mediated bone tissue engineering through
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iCVD-mediated polymer coating [94]. For this purpose, a

fluorinated polymer, poly(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyl

acrylate) (pPFDA) layer was deposited on paper scaffold

surfaces to enhance the mechanical robustness by repelling

water penetration into the paper scaffold. To improve the

biocompatibility and to facilitate cell adhesion to the surface

of the paper scaffolds, epoxy-containing pGMA layer was

deposited successively onto the pPFDA-modified paper

surface (Fig. 3A). The surface-engineered paper scaffolds

exhibited remarkably increased mechanical stability, which

is crucially important for long-term culture of hADSCs and

in vivo applications. Biocompatible functional polymer

coating also enhanced the osteogenic differentiation capacity

of hADSCs, leading to substantial enhancement in in vivo

bone regeneration when transplanted into a critical-sized

calvarial bone defect. 

Another interesting surface engineering of paper scaffold

was investigated by Kim and coworkers to create a hydrogel-

laden multiform structure using an origami-based approach

[57]. In this study, the paper surface was uniformly coated

with a poly(styrene-co-maleic anhydride) via iCVD technique

followed by physical adsorption of Ca2+ to induce the

gelation of hydrogel and immobilization with poly-L-lysine

to induce a strong electrostatic adhesion with the thin

hydrogel layer. The hydrogel layer-containing chondrocytes

was constructed on the surface-engineered paper scaffold

by diffusion of Ca2+. The hydrogel-laden paper could be

folded freely into arbitrary 3D structures of native tissue,

leading to successful reconstruction of rabbit trachea when

subjected to rabbit trachea. 

Gelatin have been utilized in a variety of biomedical

applications, but their weak mechanical property is often an

obstacle to overcome. To rule out this concern, Mansurnezhad

et al. proposed an efficient strategy to enhance the durability

of gelatin nanofibers (GNFs). They coated the surface of

electrospun GNF with poly(ethylene glycol dimethacrylate)

(pEGDMA) via iCVD [95]. The wettability of the surface-

modified GNFs was changed from hydrophilic to

hydrophobic, and the pEGDMA layer efficiently prevented

the dissolution of GNF in aqueous media. The iCVD-GNFs

Fig. 2. iCVD process for surface bioactive modification for protein immobilization. (A) A vinyl functional group containing polymer,
pV4D4 thin film synthesized in vapor-phase on the PE film facilitated site-specific immobilization of proteins by thiol-ene click reaction.
Reproduced with copyright permission from [80]. (B), (C) A vinyl functional group containing polymer, pGMA was synthesized by
iCVD process for surface modification of electrospun PCL and titanium implant respectively. Fibronectin and BMP2 protein were
covalently immobilized on the surface. Reproduced with copyright permission from [81] and [82]. 
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also showed high cytocompatibility for human fibroblast

cells, implicating the usefulness of iCVD-GNF in biomedical

applications such as wound healing.

A recent example of iCVD coating of catheters was

proposed by Hanak and coworkers. The newly developed

polymer-coated cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) shunt catheters was

modified with poly(2-hydroyethyl methacrylate) (pHEMA)

to decrease the attachment of cells such as brain’s resident

immune cells, reactive microglia and astrocytes [96]. The

protein fouling is one of the critical factors required for

medical-grade catheters otherwise life-threatening pediatric

failures may happen by the reduction of CSF flow and

consequently catheter obstruction. In an in vitro hydrocephalus

catheter bioreactor, cells were clustered at the sidewalls of

uncoated clinical-grade catheter and the CSF intake flow

was reduced. However, on the pHEMA-coated catheters,

cells formed a sparse monolayer along the hole side walls

of the surface-modified catheters, revealing that pHEMA

coating is an effective method to prevent the cell clustering

on the catheter surface and thus can prevent the ventricular

catheter obstruction resulted from direct attachment of

innate immune cells of the central nervous system to the

catheter surfaces. 

3.2. Drug delivery systems

iCVD technique can also be utilized to control the drug

delivery rate and direction to the target region by area-

selective incorporation of surface functionality. For

example, area-selective functionalization of membrane to

provide Janus property exhibited a great potential for drug

delivery applications. You et al. developed a Janus patch

for mono-directional drug delivery [97]. A polyester fabric

was coated with poly(3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,8,8,9,9,10,10,10-

heptadecafluorodecyl methacrylate) (pHFDMA) film by

iCVD process (Fig. 3B). Then, one side of the substrate was

subjected to base-catalyzed hydrolysis, rendering hydrophilic

surface containing carboxylic acid residues. The hydrophobic

surface prevented wetting by body fluids, while the

hydrophilic surface allowed the coating of hydrogel

incorporated with resveratrol and enhanced the adhesion of

patch to mucosa. The Janus patch developed in this study

enabled controlling the exact dose with intended directional

drug release without allowing the water penetration.

Furthermore, this approach is not restricted to polyester

fabric but also can be extended to various kinds of porous

materials such as Nylon mesh or paper. 

In another study, An et al. utilized this Janus fabrication

Fig. 3. Surface engineered 3D scaffolds and their in vivo applications. (A) A schematic illustration of fabrication of paper scaffolds via
iCVD process (left) and an in vivo calvarial bone defect regeneration using the surface-modified paper scaffolds (right). pPFDA was
synthesized on the surface of the paper scaffold to repel the water penetration into the paper scaffold, and epoxy-containing pGMA was
synthesized on the pPFDA- modified paper to facilitate the cell adhesion via the direct interaction of pGMA with serum proteins.
Reproduced with copyright permission from [94]. (B) A schematic procedure of the fabrication of gelatin methacrylate (GelMA)
hydrogel-immobilized Janus membrane (left) and in vivo skin regeneration (right). pHFDMA was deposited on the polyester fabric to
provide the Janus property. Reproduced with copyright permission from [98].
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method to generate hydrogel functionalized Janus membrane

[98]. The hydrophilic side of the Janus membrane was

modified with gelatin methacrylate hydrogel to retain

moisture and to release growth factor for the treatment of

wound healing. Since the hydrophobic side can efficiently

prevent the water penetration, directional delivery from

hydrogel to skin can be accomplished. This Janus drug

delivery system significantly improved the wound healing

efficacy when implanted into mice with full-thickness

dorsal skin defect models, implying a promising platform

for the transmucosal delivery of various drugs.

iCVD technique can also be utilized for facile incorporation

of stimuli-responsive properties into substrates. Sezin et al.

proposed controlled pH-responsive drug release system based

on poly(4-vinylpyridine-co-ethylene glycol dimethacrylate)

(p(4VP-co-EGDMA))- coated electrospun nanofibers via

iCVD process [99]. A chemotherapeutic drug, 4,5,6,7-

tetrachloro-2′,4′,5′,7′-tetraiodofluoresceindisodium, also known

as Rose Bengal was loaded in the electrospun nanofibers

followed by a uniform coating of p(4VP-co-EGDMA) via

iCVD process. The release kinetics of the drug from the

nanofiber showed a distinct pH-dependent behavior. The

therapeutic efficiency of the pH-responsive nanofiber mat

was confirmed by analyzing their anti-cancer effects on

glioblastoma multiforme cancer cells (U87MG). 

Interesting example of biocompatible drug delivery

system has also been described with drug-eluting stents

(DES). Bedair et al. reported DES as a drug delivery system

for the treatment of coronary artery diseases. The cobalt-

chromium (Co-Cr) alloy surface were uniformly coated

with a highly crosslinked hydrophilic pHEMA film via

iCVD process [100]. The hydroxyl groups of the pHEMA

allowed the ring-opening polymerization with ε-caprolactone

from the Co-Cr alloy surface, followed by spray-coating of

a sirolimus-containing poly(D,L-lactide). The drug-in-

polymer matrix on the surface modified Co-Cr surface

maintained for 7 weeks, indicating that the pHEMA coating

as an interface layer contribute to the improved stability of

the drug-in-polymer coating by preventing the swelling and

detachment of the polymer coating from the stent surface.

4. Structured Surface for Biomedical Applications

The unique structural characteristics of the substrate material

such as nano-patterned surfaces [101,102], membranes,

and mesh filters, capable of providing additional functions

to control the cell behavior and cell fate has been widely

used for the research on its applications in tissue engineering

and medical devices. However, most of structured substrates

are made of chemically inert materials, and some problems

such as bio-incompatibility or unwanted side effects may

arise for biomedical applications, depending on the substrate

materials [56]. To address this issue, it is critical to develop

a reliable method capable of conformal coating of such

structured surfaces while maintaining the original physical

characteristics. iCVD process can provide various types of

polymer coating on the various structured substrates in a

uniform and conformal way without damaging the original

structure of the substrate. Such advantageous properties of

the iCVD process were utilized as a surface modification

tool for a variety of applications including functional cell

culture substrates, biosensors, and biomedical devices.

4.1. Functional cell culture substrates

Recently, biophysical effects including substrate topography

and elastic modulus to the cell functions had been

investigated intensively. In order to provide combined cues

of chemical and physical factors to the cells, it is necessary

to maintain the physical features of the original structures

while providing proper biochemical cues through chemical

surface functionalization. iCVD can introduce various

chemical functionalities to structured substrates by depositing

functional polymer thin films conformally without

compromising the bulk physical properties.

Kim et al. established a peptide-functionalized cell culture

platform with nanopatterned topography to enhance the

osteogenic differentiation of stem cells [103]. Groove- and

dot- patterned polyurethane acrylate (PUA) substrates in

nanometer scale were prepared and coated with pGMA

film conformally by the iCVD process. The pGMA can

immobilize BMP-2 covalently through the amine-epoxy

reaction (Fig. 4A). Therefore the surface-modified cell culture

platform can simultaneously provide nanopattern-based

physical cues and biochemical cues from the immobilized

peptides. These coordinated surface cues successfully induced

the enhanced osteogenic differentiation of the human

mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) with and even without

other soluble osteogenic factors. This result evidently

demonstrated that iCVD polymer coating plays an important

role in cell-nanotopography interactions including contact

guidance.

4.2. Diagnostics and biosensors

Pandemic/epidemic infection caused by the worldwide

spread of pathogens such as Middle East Respiratory

Syndrome (MERS) or Coronavirus disease 2019 (Covid-

19) have led to the tremendous demand for effective and

accurate detection of pathogens with high selectivity and

sensitivity [104]. Typical pathogen diagnosis is based on

the molecular analysis consisting of nucleic acid (NA)

extraction step, a PCR amplification step, and an amplicon
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analysis step with various detection tools. In particular, NA

extraction process for obtaining high-purity deoxyribonucleic

acid (DNA) is one of the most important steps for accurate

analysis. However, most of the conventional NA extraction

methods commonly demand the use of various toxic

chemicals such as phenol, ethanol, and chloroform, and

complicated steps including repeated centrifugation, vorte-

xing, and heating, which critically limits their application

to rapid but reliable on-site DNA detection systems essential

for point-of-care technology (POCT). To overcome these

limitations, solid-phase extraction (SPE) capable of NA

capture through a surface-modification of substrates with

wide applicability such as membrane and beads has been

recently investigated. Most of surface-modification methods

utilized in SPE are based on solution processes. However,

the solution-based process is particularly problematic to be

used for various structured substrates because it can cause

many problems directly related to the detection sensitivity,

such as non-uniformity, presence of residual reagent/

impurities, and long-term stability. To resolve this issue,

iCVD process was utilized to modify the surface of the

structured substrates with functional polymer coatings for

efficient NA capture. You et al. investigated a cationic

surface-modified mesh filter (SMF) capable of one step

capture of NA directly from cell lysate (Fig. 4B) [105]. A

cationic polymer, poly(2-dimethylaminomethyl styrene)

(pDMAMS) was coated conformally on stainless steel mesh

filter via iCVD. Strong electrostatic charge interaction

between the pDMAMS-modified SMF and NA allowed

the polymer surface to capture the negatively charged NAs.

Through this platform, NAs were successfully extracted

from Escherichia coli (E. coli) O157:H7 cell lysate and

directly amplified by PCR. The target amplicon could be

observed by the fluorescent signal on the DNA-captured

Fig. 4. (A) A schematic representation of the fabrication and surface functionalization of the BMP-2 peptide-functionalized PUA
nanopatterned substrate for controlling the stem cell differentiation. pGMA film was deposited on nanopatterned substrate to immobilize
BMP-2 covalently. Reproduced with copyright permission from [104]. (B) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of i) pristine
mesh filter, ii) SMF, and iii) SMF with cross sectional view. iv) Raman spectrum of SMF (yellow), Pristine mesh filter (gray), and bulk
pDMAMS (red). In SMF, pDMAMS was synthesized on a stainless steel mesh filter to introduce a strong electrostatic charge interaction
with NA. Reproduced with copyright permission from [106]. (C) Representative fluorescence images showing the orientation of cells
adhered on i) stainless steel microwire, and ii) p(V3D3-co-HVDS)-coated microwire stained for GFAP (green), Ox-42 (red), and cell
nucleus (blue). p(V3D3-co-HVDS) was deposited on stainless steel microwire to provide the insulating property. Reproduced with
copyright permission from [111]. (D) i) Photo and SEM image of the pVD-coated IOL. ii) SEM images of the NPA after incubation with
S. aureus. iii) Representative images of bacterial colonies on control and pVD-modified IOL. The quaternary ammonium-containing
polymer, pVD, was synthesized on IOL to provide the antibacterial property. Reproduced with copyright permission from [112].
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polymer surface with the limit of detection (LOD) of

1.67 × 103.

In another case, Choi et al. applied this one step NA

extraction method to develop a surface-modified NA

extraction-integrated microchip [106]. The positively charged

pDMAMS was directly coated on the inner wall of the

polyethylene terephthalate (PET)-based microchip channel

surface via iCVD, thereby enabled the direct capture of NA

from E. coli O157:H7 cell lysate with high efficiency. This

process enables a conformal surface functionalization of

the biochip with complex structural features while minimizing

the damage to the substrate. In particular, the pDMAMS-

coated NA extraction microchip exhibits high DNA capture

efficiency greater than 90% directly from the cell lysates

within 30 min. Furthermore, this system also enables the

extraction of the genomic DNAs from the real samples

spiked with E. coli O157:H7. The developed NA extraction

platform, which can directly capture the NA without

additional steps, can be applied directly to various fields

including molecular diagnosis, food safety inspection

[107], and environmental pollutant detection [108].

Interesting approach for physiological monitoring had

also been reported with the surface modification of unique

particles. Ozaydin-Ince et al. proposed unique fluorescent

sodium sensors which were called microworms because of

its cylindrical shape [109]. pHEMA thin films were coated

conformally onto AAO-membrane structure using the iCVD

to enhance the biocompatibility for subcutaneous application

and prolonged local retention time. Subsequently, the

scaffolds were filled with optode and another layer of

pHEMA was deposited to seal their ends. By conducting

subcutaneous injection into mouse model, it was confirmed

that the newly developed sensors were effective in vivo for

the detection of physiological changes in real time by

checking the 60% reduction of the diffusion away from the

injection site, which in turn provides rapid response to the

changes of sodium level. Furthermore, the response dynamics

of those sensors could be tuned by simply adjusting the

feed composition during iCVD which could result in the

change of cross-linking density of the pHEMA films.

4.3. Biomedical devices

The surface modification of the biomedical devices is highly

required particularly to overcome inflammation or allergic

reactions and provide various additional functions such as

biocompatibility, anti-bacterial, and insulating property. iCVD

can be a promising tool to resolve the technical hurdles and

improve the performance of biomedical devices. 

Achyuta et al. prepared a novel organosilicon polymer thin

film via iCVD for an insulation layer for neuroprosthetic

devices [110]. In order to improve the long-term driving

stability and performance of the neuroprosthetic devices,

insulating materials capable of protecting the electronic

circuitry should be included in the surface of neural implants.

Organosilicon polymer film synthesized by iCVD are

considered suitable candidates for insulating materials due

to their highly cross-linked structure, excellent resistivity,

and long-term chemical inertness (Fig. 4C). Immuno-

cytochemistry analysis revealed that the organosilicon

polymer thin film of poly(trivinyltrimethylcyclotrisiloxane-

hexavinyldisiloxane) (p(V3D3-co-HVDS)) showed the

lowest fibronectin adsorption, thus confirming the lowest

microglia cell number and astrocyte reactivity. The p(V3D3-

co-HVDS) was a biocompatible material that can fulfill the

role of an insulating layer in neural prosthetic devices.

Accordingly, the newly suggested surface functionalization

method can serve as a new stabilization method for neural

implants with biocompatible and insulating properties.

Choi et al. developed an ionic polymer-coated antibacterial

nanopillar array (NPA) for preventing postsurgical intraocular

lens (IOL) infection by pathogenic bacteria (Fig. 4D) [111].

The fabrication of an ionic polymer, poly(4-Vinylbenzyl

chloride-co-2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate) (pVD)

on the surface of NPA via iCVD allowed the capture and

eradication of bacteria. The quaternary ammonium com-

pounds of pVD could induce the destabilization and damage

of the bacterial membrane combined with NPA dimensions

because NPA with elastic properties can capture the bacteria

through repetitive bending and restoration behaviors. The

synergistic effect of physical and chemical modification

resulted in an excellent antibacterial efficiency of over 99%

against Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) without cytotoxicity,

illustrating a novel suggestion for preventing postoperative

contamination after cataract and IOL replacement surgeries.

5. Conclusion

The exploration of the in vivo cellular microenvironment

encourages researchers to attempt recapitulating such

microenvironment with special materials and processes.

Despite extensive ongoing research efforts to engineer the

surface precisely, most of wet process still suffer from their

hurdles need to be overcome. In this report, the recent

progress in biofunctionalization by iCVD functional

polymer thin films is reviewed. The established feasibility

and versatility of the iCVD polymer films on substrate

materials is particularly amenable to immobilization of

bioactive molecules, site-specific conjugation, and facile

control of physio-chemical property of implants and

biomedical devices. Especially, the deposition of polymeric

thin films in vapor phase monomers substantially facilitates

adjusting the polymer compositions, which highlights the

importance of iCVD technique in the precise topological
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and chemical control of medical implants with complex

shapes. Most of all, in term of substrate-independent polymer

coatings with nondestructive way, iCVD technique will make

more significant contributions in the design and production

of better biological and medical devices. Nevertheless, the

development of iCVD functional polymer coatings for the

application to various medical devices is in its budding

stage. Therefore the improvement in the further in-depth

biological assessment of polymer-coated surface is required

in the aspect of direct surface contact of cell/tissue to

understand the biomolecular mechanism underlying the

series of cellular response on the functional polymer surface.

In addition, a deeper investigation on the interactions of the

iCVD polymer-functionalized surface and cell/tissue surface

will provide great advantages for the rational design of the

surface chemistry and develop elaborate medical devices

responding to unmet medical needs. Moreover, mass

production and quality control of iCVD polymer-coated

medical device must also be developed for successful

translation of laboratory investigation to clinical practice.

Compared to conventional solution-based processes, the

unique and advantageous iCVD process will resolve the

technical hurdle to nonclinical and clinical pre-market success

in both device manufacture and functional performance.
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